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A CRUSADE 6^ The battle 
Uto end the 

spread 
of killer 

drugs in 
Canada 
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DeLuxe. 
lOYeaisOld. 

The sooner is seldom the 
tter. We’ve learned to keep 

ds around longer. 
; we know that older 

_ __ j mature whisky 
•How. It’s a painstaking 

ocess we’vepreservedfrom 
irfounder J.P. Wiser’sday. 
But we hrow that our 

ne and patience will be 
warded in the smooth 
id distinctively superior 
ste of Wisers Deluxe. 

J.E Wiser said it all, over 125 years ago 
Duality is something you just can’t 



“Hello, luv! Fancy you calling!” 



Where to find the to 
the 21st centuiy 

(And other lessons from TVO.) 











Beaches far nicer than Nice. Bouillabaisse 
they envy in Marseilles. Art they marvel at in 
Rome. Ski resorts that rival St. Moritz. 
Fashions they love in Milan. Shops as 
exclusive as Paris.Theatre on a par with 
London. Opera like La Scala. Gold and silver 
by the pound. Emeralds by the bushel.Cities 
as ancient as Athens. Jungles that are wild. 
Nightlife that makes them seem tame.The 
rhythm of theXangoThe beat of the drum. 
The roar of the city Orchids by the acre. 

Eastern’s alternative to Europ©;-)' 
Latin America. 

Instead of flying to the Old World 







There are all 
kinds of people... 

...and all kinds 
of La-Z-Boy 

styles 
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Deficit adjustments 
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Congratulations. 
Hbuare 

richer than 
you think. 

Wroup 



An establishment 
protects its turf 
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The Canadian Brass in full color sound. 



Use your Royal Bank Client Card 
for instant cash-almost anywhere. 

it includes the locations at 10 major airport-s. 
IfyouVe travellingi 

,t 10 major airport-s. * inst 

IBBK IT'ir machines of finE 

ROYAL BANK 

























No one gives you more lines 
than our LuminarVLP salesman. 
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Effident electric water heaters hold 
terNV up to 40% more hot water?^ 



Adrift in chaotic times rfUSi 
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can match 

our comfort or 

frequent %er program to Italy 
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Canadian Fkdfic C Airlines 
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Only you can appreciate,it 

Carrington Canadian Whisky. 


